What is broadband?

Broadband is high-speed, reliable internet with actual download speeds of at least 25 megabits per second (Mbps) and upload speeds of at least 3 Mbps. It can be delivered via fiber, wireless, satellite, digital subscriber line (DSL), and cable.¹

Who doesn’t have access?

From farming to homework to health care, broadband keeps individuals, communities, and businesses connected and engaged in today’s world. But many Americans and critical institutions still lack access.

Connecting research to policy

The broadband research initiative will give policymakers information they need to develop effective ways to improve broadband access through:

- **Promising practices**: Identifying how states have addressed gaps in connectivity.
- **Research**: Conducting and synthesizing research on issues related to broadband access and expansion.
- **Convenings**: Bringing together issue leaders to have research-driven discussions about improving access.
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For further information, please visit: pewtrusts.org/projects/broadband-research-initiative